Most Golden Retrievers are sweet dogs, but Kayia is among the sweetest. This 9-year-old pup loves her dad, Steven, who clearly returns the feeling. So, when Kayia began limping, Steven was desperate to find her help, but had been out of work for quite some time. His landlady had heard about Harley’s Hope Foundation and helped Steven complete our application for funding. Unfortunately, Kayia had an infection in her foot that required a toe be amputated. The good news is once the wound site heals, Kayia should be good as new.

Precious is a 16-year-old kitty who underwent surgery to remove a tumor in her abdomen. It was high-risk surgery as Precious also has a serious heart murmur, but she came through it with flying colors. Her mom, Ginnie, has suffered multiple strokes and is unable to work at this time.

This furry little girl is Sheba, an 11-year-old Chow with neck problems. The pain from either a pinched nerve or slipped disc was so bad, Sheba quit eating. Dr. Corrina Hamann at Yorkshire Vet administered a laser treatment to the nerves and rehydrated Sheba with IV fluids. Carolyn, Sheba's mom, said the dog walked into the clinic in pain and walked like her old self.

Poor little Simba under-went kidney stone surgery and continues to try and get better. His mom, Renee, works, but couldn't afford the costly surgery on her own, so she is one of HHF's interest-free loan clients. Simba is back home now and should be feeling great very soon.

Meet Strider, a 10-year-old Aussie Shephered mix who received veterinary care for a badly sprained leg he obtained while scuffling with a housemate. Strider had to make a return trip for x-rays and additional meds, but is finally on the mend.
Little Sam snuck out one evening and got bit on the leg by an unknown critter. The wound swelled to the point that he could not put weight on his leg, causing his mom, Tara, to believe Sam had broken the limb. Tara, who was recently diagnosed with cancer and has several young children at home, sought help for her handsome cat and got it. Dr. Hamann at Yorkshire Veterinary Hospital kept Sam overnight in the VIP suite then treated the wound earlier today.

Star is a 6-year-old Bassett Hound who thought it would be fun to bolt out the front door while company was walking in. Unfortunately, she ran into the path of oncoming traffic and hit by a car. Star suffered a fractured pelvis, which was repaired at Banfield's Powers Pet Emergency Clinic. Fortunately for Star, her mom Tracey is a former veterinary assistant who can nurse her beloved dog back from her terrible ordeal.

Tika is an adorable Red Heeler and companion to Kodi, a very young widower. While at the park and getting ready to leave, Tika bolted, yanking the leash out of Kodi's hand. Before he could catch up with her, Tika was struck by a car that didn't slow down or stop afterwards. Fortunately for her, she reared back on her hind legs so only one foot was run over. Amazingly, no bones were broken, but Tika did suffer a severe laceration to her foot that required treatment in the Animal Emergency Care Center.

Echo is a 10 year old Chihuahua who loves to eat what she shouldn't. After being sick to her stomach for several days, her mom, Jeanette, contacted HHF for help. Fortunately, Echo's gastrointestinal issues were easily treated with fluids and meds and she was soon feeling feisty enough to bark at me the entire time I was taking her picture.